Week 9 Meeting
November 2, 2009

-Western show this Saturday at Caz! If anyone wants to go to support the team, let Ellen know!

-Next English shows are November 14 and 15 at Lehmans. Contact Lindsay if you want to show or come to help out!

-For anyone who wanted to a jacket, we need the money asap! $80.

-We are going to see NTID’s performance of Equus this weekend! Liz sent out an email, if you want to come along, reply to her. $5 for students, $7 for everyone else.

-We are going to order more shirts soon since it seems everyone’s parents and friends want one. If any friends or relatives want t-shirts, find out over break so we know about how many to get!

-If you want to show November 21/22 and haven’t already contacted Lindsay, please do so ASAP!

-If you want to take lessons this winter, email your schedule to Lindsay if you want to ride English. If you ride Western, contact Ellen.

-NO MEETING WEEKS 10 OR 11. However, there may be a social Week 10 instead.